We discuss four previously published parsing algorithms for parallell multiple context-free grammar (PMCFG), and argue that they are similar to each other, and implement an Earley-style top-down algorithm. Starting from one of these algorithms, we derive three modifications -one bottom-up and two variants using a left corner filter. An evaluation shows that substantial improvements can be made by using the algorithm that performs best on a given grammar. The algorithms are implemented in Python and released under an open-source licence.
We start by introducing the necessary concepts. Then we discuss four previously published PM-CFG algorithms, and argue that they are similar. We take Angelov (2009) as a starting point for introducing three new parsing strategies. Finally we discuss various optimizations of the parsing strategies and give a small evaluation.
Background

PMCFG
Let Σ and N be sets of terminal and nonterminal symobls, respectively. A parallel multiple context-free grammar (PMCFG) (Seki et al., 1991) consists of a set of context-free production rules A → f ( B), where A ∈ N and B = B 1 , . . . , B n ∈ N are nonterminals. f is a linearization function:
where δ(X) is the fan-out, or dimension, of the non-terminal X. The linearization function f is S → f (A) f ( x, y ) = x y A → g(A) g( x, y ) = a x b, c y d A → h() h() = a b, c d where each α i is sequence of terminal symbols and bound variables. However, in this paper we write the linearizations in variable-free form, where each bound variable x d,r is written as a pair of the form d.r . We use f.s to denote the sth constituent of the linearization, i.e. α s . Figure 1 contains an example grammar recognizing the language a n b n c n d n , and its variablefree form is shown in figure 2. The fanouts of this grammar are δ(S) = 1 and δ(A) = 2.
MCFG and LCFRS
A linearization function is linear if no argument constituent d.r occurs more than once in the right-hand side. It is non-erasing if all possible argument constituents occurs in the right-hand side.
A multiple context-free grammar (MCFG) is a PMCFG where all linearization functions are linear. A linear context-free rewriting system (LCFRS) (Vijay-Shanker et al., 1987 ) is a linear and non-erasing PMCFG. Erasingness does not add to the expressive power, and therefore LCFRS and MCFG are weakly equivalent. However, reduplication does give extra expressive power, so PMCFG is a proper extension of MCFG/LCFRS (Seki et al., 1991) .
Emptiness and left corners
We define the context-free approximation of a PMCFG rule A → f ( B) to be δ(A) context-free rules A.r → β r , where β r is the linearization f.r with every occurrence of d.s replaced by B d .s. The nonterminals of the context-free approximation are of the form A.r.
We define (⇒) as the standard reflexive and transitive rewriting relation on the context-free approximation. We say that a constituent A.r is empty if A.r ⇒ . We define the left corner relation as: A.r x iff A.r ⇒ x β for some β, where x is either a terminal w or a constituent B.s.
Non-empty grammars
Our algorithms can handle all kinds of PMCFG grammars, but the two bottom-up variants work much better if the grammar has no empty linearizations, i.e., if A.r ⇒ for all constituents A.r. This is discussed further in section 4.3.
All grammars with empty linearizations can be transformed to nonempty grammars (Seki et al., 1991) . We use an adaptation of an algorithm for context-free grammars. The transformation does not lose any important information, and it is straightforward to translate parse trees back into the original grammar efficiently.
Existing parsing algorithms
Most existing parsing algorithms require that the grammar is a LCFRS or a subclass thereof (Burden and Ljunglöf, 2005; de la Clergerie, 2002; Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2008; Kallmeyer, 2010; Kallmeyer and Maier, 2009; Kanazawa, 2008) , often in some kind of normal form such as a binarized or an ordered LCFRS. There are some algorithms that can handle general PMCFG grammars (Angelov, 2009; Boullier, 2004; Ljunglöf, 2004) , including the algorithms presented in this paper. This is important when parsing Grammatical Framework (GF) grammars (Ranta, 2011) , since the algorithm for converting a GF grammar results in an erasing PMCFG (Ljunglöf, 2004) .
In this section we give an informal introduction to the algorithm by Angelov (2009) , and dis- cuss its similarities with three other algorithms (Kallmeyer and Maier, 2009; Kanazawa, 2008; Ljunglöf, 2004) . We argue that all four algorithms implement the same basic Earley-style top-down parsing algorithm.
Angelov's top-down algorithm
Angelov (2009) views a PMCFG as a CFG with a possibly infinite number of nonterminals and rules. Note that the term "infinite CFG" is an oxymoron, since such a grammar can recognize noncontext-free languages. E.g., the infinite CFG shown in figure 3 is equivalent to the grammar in figure 1, which recognizes a non-context-free language. Since this CFG is infinite, it cannot be calculated from the PMCFG beforehand. But given a certain input string, there are only a finite number of nonterminals and rules that are used in the final parse trees. Angelov's idea is to dynamically create nonterminals and rules during parsing: Whenever the parser has recognized a new constituent r of a nonterminal A, between input positions i−j, it creates a new nonterminal A = A(i, j, r), and new grammar rules for A .
Similarity with other approaches
Angelov's dynamic CFG is not conceptually different from the parsing algorithms described by other authors. The new nonterminals are all of the form A = A(i 1 , j 1 , r 1 ) . . . (i n , j n , r n ), which is equivalent to the PMCFG nonterminal A, coupled with a sequence of the constituents that have been found during parsing. This is similar to how other algorithms store their found constituents:
• Angelov (2009) uses an ordered sequence where the constituents are stored in the order they are found.
• Ljunglöf (2004, section 4.6) separates the nonterminal A from the "range record" Γ, which is a set containing the found constituents. • Kallmeyer and Maier (2009) also separates the nonterminal A from the "range vector" Φ, which is a ordered tuple of ranges. In a range vector, the constituents that are not yet found are uninstantiated.
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• Kanazawa (2008) derives successively increasing Datalog facts of arity (2 × the number of found constituents).
In table 1 we can see how the different authors denote similar derived facts. The first row corresponds to when the first constituent r 1 of a nonterminal A has been found spanning the positions i 1 − j 1 . The second row corresponds to when the parser has found all n constituents of A.
All the discussed algorithms use the same general top-down parsing strategy: First they predict the toplevel nonterminal, followed by its children, and further down until they reach the lexical rules. Then they try to match the lexical rules with the next input token, and so on. This strategy is a PMCFG version of Earley's context-free parsing algorithm (Earley, 1970) .
Bottom-up parsing
However, there are alternative context-free parsing strategies which have not been adopted for PMCFG parsing (Sikkel and Nijholt, 1997; Moore, 2004) . Ljunglöf (2004, section 4.6.1) makes an attempt at bottom-up prediction, but it is not very efficient. The problem with a pure bottom-up approach is that the algorithm will recognize all constituents independently, and then it is very costly to combine the constituents further up in the parse tree.
The solution we adopt in the next section is to always use a top-down parsing strategy to recognize additional constituents. This means that the different prediction strategies in sections 3.4-3.6 only apply when recognizing the first constituent of a grammar rule.
Three new algorithms
We describe our parsing algorithms as deductive parsing systems (Shieber et al., 1995; Sikkel, 1998) , where we infer a set of parse items called a chart. Furthermore, we assume that the input is given as n input tokens w 1 w 2 . . . w n .
Parse items
We use four different kinds of parse items, and we divide the chart into four indexed sets, A j,k , F j,k , P k and R k , where j ≤ k are input positions. The fundamental item is the active item:
which says that the parser is trying to find the constituent A.r using the linearization f.r = αβ. It has already found α between the positions j and k, but is still looking for β.
The other parse items are strictly not necessary, but they simplify our presentation of the algorithms. The following predict item says that the parser is looking for a constituent A.r starting in position k:
[ ?A.r ] ∈ P k When the parser finds the constituent A.r between j and k, it creates a new nonterminal A = A(j, k, r), and infers both a dynamic grammar rule and a passive item:
The dynamic rule is used whenever a parent searches for a new constituent of a partly recognized A child. The passive item says that A.r has been found between j and k, and is used when the parser combines the recognized constituent with an active item looking for A.r.
We have reformulated Angelov's algorithm slightly so that it fits better with our alternative parsing strategies. Angelov does not use predict items, but we have added them since they simplify the filtered bottom-up parsing strategy (Moore, 2004) . Another difference is that we separate the original (static) grammar rules A → f ( B) from the dynamic rules 
General inference rules
Most of the inference rules will be reused by the alternative algorithms, so we split the inference rules into general rules (which are used by all algorithms), and algorithm-specific rules. The general inference rules are shown in figure 4. Since we want to be able to use different prediction strategies for the first constituent, and still predict additional constituents top-down, we have split Angelov's top-down prediction into two separate inference rules. The rule that predicts additional constituents is included here as predict-next. The inference rules predict-item, scan and complete are mutually exclusive, since their antecedent is an active item which either looks for a nonterminal, a terminal, or nothing at all. The rule predict-item infers a predict item for B d .s from an active item looking for d.s . The scan rule moves the dot forward if the active item is looking for the next input token w k . The complete rule applies when the dot is at the end of the linearization, and it derives a dynamic rule and a passive item, together with a fresh dynamic nonterminal A = A(j, k, r).
The fundamental inference rule is combine, which takes one active item looking for a nonterminal B d .s starting in position j, and one passive item that has found B d .s between j and k. The combine rule moves the dot of the active item forward, but it also updates the nonterminal child 
Top-down prediction
The only infenrence rules that are specific to a parsing strategy are the prediction rules. Angelov's (2009) unfiltered top-down strategy consists of the two rules shown in figure 5 . Whenever there is a predict item looking for A.r (where A is a grammar nonterminal, not a dynamic one), predict-topdown finds all A rules in the grammar and adds them as active items.
The parsing process is initiated by inittopdown, which predicts the starting nonterminal S at the beginning of the string.
Bottom-up prediction
In bottom-up parsing we predict a nonterminal constituent only when its first symbol has been found (Ljunglöf and Wirén, 2010 , section 4.4.4). There are three possibilities, depending on whether the first symbol is a terminal, a nonterminal, or if the constitutent is empty. They constitute the inference rules predict-bottomup, scanbottomup and scan-empty, respectively. The rule predict-bottomup is triggered when we have found a passive item covering the first constituent d.r of f.r. Since B d .r is found, we can directly move the dot past d.r , but then we have to update the nonterminal B d to the dynamic nonterminal B d , in the same way as combine does.
init-topdown
One problem with this algorithm is that scanempty adds an item for every empty constituent A.r and every position k in the input. Depending on the grammar, this can lead to a very large chart. There are several ways to solve this: One is to let scan-bottomup and predict-bottomup skip over initial empty constituents, similar to the contextfree GHR algorithm (Graham et al., 1980 ). Another possibility is to only infer an empty constituent A.r if it can be followed by the input token starting in position k. Our solution is to use the left corner relation as a filter, see section 3.6.
Filtered top-down prediction
The problem with the top-down algorithm is that it predicts lots of useless items that cannot possibly be inferred from the input tokens. So, we augment predict-topdown with a filter, shown in figure 7. Using this filter the parser can only predict a new A.r item in position k if the next input token w k+1 is a left corner (A.r w k+1 ), or if the constituent is empty (A.r ⇒ ).
This filter is not as strict as it can be, since it doesn't test empty constituents against the input.
One way of making it stricter would be to only predict empty constituents that can be followed by the next input token w k+1 .
Filtered bottom-up prediction
A problem with bottom-up prediction is that it infers lots of items that cannot be used in a final parse tree. We adapt a context-free left corner strategy (Moore, 2004) to our bottom-up algorithm. The modified inference rules are shown in figure 8 .
Each inference rule now requires a predict item [ ?D.u ] , such that D.u A.r. In other words, the parser will only predict a constituent A.r if it is the left corner of another constituent D.u that the parser is already looking for. To initialize this left corner filter, we borrow the init-topdown rule from the top-down strategy.
Other possible filters
Kallmeyer and Maier (2009) discuss two additional filters. The length filter prohibits parse items that are too long to fit in the sentence. The terminal filter checks that all terminals in a linearization occurs among the input tokens, and in the same order.
We have not incorporated their filters in our parser implementations, but we see no reason why this could not be done.
Figure 7: Top-down prediction with bottom-up filtering 
Incrementality and optimizations
Let us define stage k to be all sets A i,k , F i,k , P k and R k that end in position k. Then we can say that a parser is incremental if all sets in stage k are computed before it starts computing the sets in stage k + 1. All our inference rules are straightforward to implement incrementally, since no antecedent belongs to a later stage than the state belonging to the consequent item. If we assume that the implementation is incremental, we can make some optimizations, some more obvious than others. One immediate consequence is that predict-next never needs to check if j ≤ k since it is trivially satisfied. But there are more things that can be optimized.
Dynamic rules
As the rule is stated in figure 4 , if predict-next is triggered by the predict item, it will have to search through all sets R 0 , . . . , R k to find a matching dynamic rule. However, if parsing is performed incrementally, we do not have to separate the rules into different sets, but we can instead add all dynamic rules to one big set R.
Optimizing previous stages
The passive sets F j,k are only used in stage k. This means that when the parser starts building the k + 1 sets, it can discard all sets F j,k from stage k. The same holds for the predict items P k , except in the filtered bottom-up algorithm.
Furthermore, since all dynamic nonterminals A = A(j, k, r) are created in stage k, they become static in later stages. This means that when stage k is completed, we can replace all stage k nonterminals with atomic values, such as fresh integers. It is more efficient to compare atomic values than to compare sequences of the form
Angelov (2009) implements both these optimizations, and also the previous one merging the dynamic rule sets into one big set R.
Filtered bottom-up and empty rules
If the grammar contains empty constituents, the filtered bottom-up strategy in figure 8 could be very slow. This is because every time a new predict item [ ?D.u ] ∈ P k is inferred, predictbottomup tries to find some passive item [ B d .s : the consequence will already be in the chart. In the end, lot of useless work will be performed by predict-bottomup. This problem completely disappears if the grammar does not have any empty constituents. In that case all passive items will span at least one input token, i.e., j < k, and the predict items will always be from an earlier parsing state.
Building the sets in stages
Especially the bottom-up strategies benefit from a grammar without empty constituents. In that case, the bottom-up strategies have no use scanempty, and the side condition in predict-topdown can be simplified. Furthermore, combine can only be triggered by the passive item, since the active item will be from an earlier parsing state.
If the grammar is non-empty, the inference rules also say something about in which order the sets can be built. As an example, if the grammar is non-empty, the set A k,k can only be created by predict-next from P k which on the other hand is built by predict-item from A jk (j ≤ k). This means that A k,k and P k depend on each other.
By analyzing all inference rules, we come to the following build order, where j < k:
This ordering suggests the following pseudo-code for parsing n tokens using a non-empty grammar:
1. Build the sets P 0 and A 0,0 [init-topdown, pred.-topdown, pred.-item] 2. For each k between 1 and n:
(a) Build A j,k and F j,k (for all j < k) [complete, combine, scan, scan-bottomup, pred.-bottomup] As a side-effect, this will also add new rules to R (b) Build P k and A k,k [pred.-topdown, pred.-item, pred.-next] 5 Evaluation
We performed a small evaluation of our four parsing strategies. We tested two English grammars and one Swedish grammar written in GF (Ranta, 2011) on 100 randomly selected sentences from the FraCaS textual inference problem set (Cooper et al., 1996) . One of the English grammars is the GF English Resource grammar (Ranta, 2009) with the FraCaS lexicon added. The other two grammars and the Swedish translations of the sentences are taken from the FraCaS GF Treebank (Ljunglöf and Siverbo, 2011 
Non-empty bottom-up grammars
As explained in section 4.3, the bottom-up strategies perform especially poorly if the grammars contain empty constituents. So we also created non-empty versions of the grammars. Table 2 contains some statistics about the grammars and table 3 about their non-empty versions. The tables show that the size of the grammar can explode quite dramatically when removing empty constituents, but it depends on the grammar. E.g., the number of rules in the FraCaS grammars increase by 50 times, while the Resource grammar is almost unaffected. Despite the dramatic increase of the grammar size, the non-empty grammars always outperform the empty grammars when doing bottom-up parsing. On the other hand, the top-down strategies perform much worse on the empty grammars. Therefore we tested the bottom-up strategies on the empty grammars, and the top-down strategies on the original grammars.
Test results
We tested each of the four parsing strategies on each of the three grammars and their test sentences. The results are given in table 4, which contains the average size of the chart after parsing each test sentence, together with the average parsing time and the average parsing time per chart item. The tests were run on a 2GHz Intel Core2Duo processor with 4GB RAM.
It is clear from the table that the filtered algorithms outperform the unfiltered ones, and that the filtered bottom-up algorithm is the fastet most of the time. However, we have only tested on three quite similar grammars, so the results could very well be different when testing on other grammars.
Note the increase in parsing time per item for the filtered bottom-up algorithm on the Swedish grammar. This is most certainly caused by the extreme size of the non-empty Swedish grammar, forcing the Python interpreter to perform garbage collection much more often than usual.
Final remarks
We compared four previously published PM-CFG/LCFRS parsing algorithms, and argued that they all implement the same top-down Earley style algorithm without bottom-up filtering. From Angelov's (2009) algorithm we derived three new PMCFG parsing algorithms, one pure bottom-up variant and two variants using a left corner filter. An initial evaluation suggested that these new algorithms can increase PMCFG parsing performance dramatically, at least for some grammars.
The correct-prefix property
An algorithm satisfies the correct-prefix property (CPP) if it aborts and reports a failure as soon as it reads a prefix that is not a prefix of any correct string in the grammar (Nederhof, 1999 ).
Angelov's (2009) original top-down algorithm already satisfies CPP, and since the filtered topdown algorithm does not add any additional parse items it also satisfies CPP.
The filtered bottom-up algorithm would also be prefix-correct if the left corner relation was perfect. But we extract the left corners from a context-free approximation, which means that the relation is over-generating. Therefore some non-CPP parse items can be pass through the left corner filter, which means that neither of the bottomup algorithms satisfy CPP.
Implementation
We have implemented all four algorithms as a library in the programming language Python. The library is released under an open-source licence and can be downloaded or forked from the following URL:
http://github.com/heatherleaf/MCFParser.py
